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On the basis of a model of electron transport in TFR (thick-film resistors}, based on th� tunn�l�in¥ _of
electrons assisted b y  phonons between localized impurity states in glass, a simple t�e�ry of ?zezoreszszs_tivzty
has been worked out. From the relationship derived and from the experimental data, it is possible to obtain the 
concentration values of the impurity centres. Using the concepts of the mechanism invloved in the formation 
of film macrostructure, an interpretation of the experimental course of ln N = f(v/vc) was proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Thick-film resistors find wide application in hy
brid integrated circuits and potentiometers. They 
are prepared from pastes applied by screen print
ing in suitable patterns onto insulating substrates. 
The pastes are composed of a conductive component 
(Ru02, Bi2Ru207, etc.) and glass (usually a high
lead borosilicate one) and an organic lacquer carrier. 
Following the firing, during which the organic com
ponents burn out, the film comprises conductive par
ticles surrounded by glass. The actual structure de
pends on the properties of the glass and the firing 
temperature [15]. With these materials, the mecha
nism of electric charge transfer has not yet been safely 
explained. There are several theories based on vari
ous concepts [1-7]. Most of them, attempti 1 1g to ex
plain the minimum on the temperature dependence 
of resistivity, consider a combination of two conduc
tivity mechanisms exhibiting temperature coefficients 
of resistivity (TCR) of opposite signs. The positive 
TCR is ascribed to the metallic type of conductivity 
of the individual grains of the conductive component 
of the composite [2, 4]; however, this concept is dis
proved in [3] by the results of AC measurements. The 
choice of possible transport mechanisms characterized 
by their TCR > O is restricted by the requirement for 
a very low activation energy [1] which follows from 
the experimentally established very low TCR values, 
of th� order of 10-4 K-1. This requirement is best 
met by the concept of charge transfer between the 
individual conductive grains by tunnelling the cur
rent carriers through the glassy intergranular regions 
[5]. The activation energy associated with this pro
cess is attributed in [2] to charge transfer between 
small conductive grains; at the same time, the glass 
is assumed to contain impurities (traps), because the 
diffusion of Ru from the condu�tive particles in the 
course of firing is considered negligible [1, 2]. How
ever in that case it is no longer possible to explain 
the dependence of resistivity on the concentration of 
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the conductive component, nor the disagreement of 
the critical coefficients of the percolation theory with 
respect to the values found by computer modelling. 
An explanation was based un the assumption of dif
fusion �f Ru ions into the glass in the course of firing 
and on the formation of a narrow band of localized 
impurity states distributed around Fermi level [7]. Di
rect evidence for tunnelling charge transfer assisted 
by phonons between localized impurity states in the 
glass may be considered to be presented by the re
sults of measuring the frequency dependence of the 
components of admittance [6]. A fundamental prob
lem is seen to be the frequently employed verifica
tion of theoretical concepts by comparing the experi
mental courses of the quite indistinct temperature de
pendence of resistivity. Particularly, fitting them by 
means of theoretical relationships using several un
known parameters can be regarded as highly ques
tionable. An example for this is provided by study 
[4] in which series and parallel connections of resis
tances attributed to three transport mechanisms are
combined: metallic conductivity of conductive grains,
tunnelling and variable range hop'ping. The complex
ity of structure and a relatively small range of mea
surable phenomena have not so far allowed the the
ories to be explicitly proved nor disproved. This is
why additional phenomena should be seeked in order
to elucidate the mechanism of condus;tivity of these
complex composite materials. Piezoresistivity is one
of these phenomena.

The sensitivity to deformation of �hick-film resis
tors is studied for two reasons. One is associated 
with the requirement for elucidating the mechanism 
of electric conductivity mentioned above [5, 8-12], 
the other being aimed at applications in pressure and 
deformation sensors [14]. In the evaluation of exper
imental data, most of the studies published so far 
employ methods adequate for isotropic homogeneous 
materials. In the present model, use will be made, 
similarly to study [13], of the concept of a percola
tion network topology which corresponds well to the 
morphology of thick-fllm resistors with a quasihomo-
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geneo11s structure [7, 15). The present author will at
tempt to interpret the experimental data in a more 
profound way on the basis of the concept of electron 
transport by activated tunnelling in glass (phonon
assisted tunnelling), [6, 7). 

2. THEORETICAL

Derivation of the relationship for gauge factor I' 
defined as a proportionality coefficient for the relative 
change in resistance and deformation£= 6r/ro: 

6R/Ro = I'6r/ro (1) 

can be effected on the assumption that the trans
port of electrons takes place by tunnelling assisted 
by phonons within the narrow band of localized im
purity states in the layers of glass between the con
ductive grains [6, 7). For the resistance it then holds 
[16): 

p = const X (m·c)2 exp (2arc + Es/kT) , (2) 

where a-1 is Bohr's radius of impurity centre, 7'c is
the critical hopping (percolation) range and 1:3 is the 
activation energy, equal in its order of quantity to the 
width of the impurity band. The relationship between 
the critical hopping range re and the critical concen
tration of localized impurity states N is desribed by 
the equation 
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Fig. 1. Relative error involved in the determination of the 
concentration of impurity centres, calculated by means of 
approximative equation (6). 

The pre-exponential factor is equal to 

Pp= const x exp (1:s/kT)(2r
p
/1/)6 H-1

(8) 

(3) ¥ihere rp = arc , and

where 1J = 1.78 [16). The expression for the gauge fac
tor is obtained by developing equation (2) into Taylor 
series around rco for a non-deformed film: 

P =Po+ Po [ (2 + arco) 6rcf rco+ (4) 

+ ( 2 + 2arco + (aco)2
) (6c/rco)2 + . . .]

It can be easily shown that linearization of equation 
( 4) (by neglecting the terms with relative elongation
squared and cubed) results in an error of less than 
1 %. For the gauge factor it then holds that 

I'= 2+2arco . (5) 

From equations (3) and (5) one obtains the following 
equation for concentration N of localized states in the 
impurity band: 

N = (1.78a/ (I' - 2))3 

(6) 

which holds for the region of low concentrations of 
localized states N. A general �nalytical formula for 
resistivity at activated tunnelling was derived in [17) 
and has the following form: 

p = P
p 

exp (2ar<.) . (7) 

H = 3 + 6rp 
+ 7r; + 2r� + 4r� - r; exp (-2rp)

Using a procedure similar to that employed in the
derivation of formula (5), I' can be found for any
arbitrary concentration of N from the equation

I'=2 [3+rp- (9) 

3r
p 
+ 7r� + 3r� + 8ri + r� (rp - 1) exp (-2rp)l 

3 + 6rp + 7ri + 2rg + 4ri - ri exp (-2rp) 

At low concentrations of N, equation (9) turns into 
equation (5), as can be shown by the limit for N-+ 0 
(rp 

- oo). The bottom limit of parameter I' can 
be estimated from the limit for N -+ 0 ( rp - oo) 
which gives I'> 6. This means that for the transport 
mechanism considered, I'> 6. For the concentration 
of localized states in the impurity band it holds that 

(10) 

The error involved fa the determination of concen
tration N, due to application of the approximative. 
equation (6), increases with decreasing value of I' (in
creasing concentration N), as indicated by Fig. 1. 
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From the topology of the conductive cluster skele

ton it follows that the direction of jumps of electrons 
between the localized impurity centres is not gener
ally identical with the vector of the macroscopic elec
tric field. The conductive particles constitute a per
colation network in the glass matrix. The paths of 
electrons in this lattice agree with the directions of 
the shortest connecting lines between the neighbour
ing conductive particles, forming the skeleton of the 
conductive cluster. Let us introduce a Cartesian co
ordinate system into the lattice. The angle between 
coordinate x of this system and i-th path of electron 
will be designated ei E {0, 11') - Fig. 2. For relative 
elongation Ei of path li it holds that [13] 
Ei = Ex COS

2 8i+ (11) 

+ Ey sin2 ei cos2 <A + Cz sin2 ei sin2 q;i ,

where Ex , Ey , Ez are relative elongations in the direc
tions of the indicidual ordinates, and q;i is the angle 
between projection li into p�ane y, z and coordinate 
y. The averaging via angle q;i E< 0, 271' > leads to the
equation
Ei = Ex COS

2 ei + 0.5 sin2 ei (ey + Ez). {12) 
The macroscopic electric field is applied in the direc
tion of ordinate x. First let us consider the case in 
which the macroscopic electric field and the external 
mechanical stress are parallel. Following simple rear
rangement of equation {12) one obtains the following 
for deformation of the i-th path: 

Ei = (1+tg2 8i)-l 
[1- 0.5{µr+µs) tg20i] Ex , (13) 

where µc and µ5 are film and substrate Poisson ratios. 
On substituting into equation (1), one obtains the fol
lowing expression for relative change in the resistance 
of i-th path: 

6Ri/Ri0 = I' Ax (ei) Ex . {14) 

z • 

• 

y 

• 

E 
• 

I 

X 

The substript at the correction factor A indicates the 
direction of deformation. The gauge factor I' does not 
depend on angle ei and the correction factor has the 
form. 

Ax (0i) = (1 + tg20i)-1 
X 

X [1- 0.5 (µr + µ8) tg2 0i] , 

and after simple rearrangement, 

Ax (0i) = 0.5x 

X [-µc - µs + {2 + µr + µs) COS
2 0i] , 

{15) 

{16) 

If the external voltage acts perpendicularly to the vec
tor .of the macroscopic electric :field, the correction 
factor has the form 

Ay (ei) = 0.5 [1- µr-(1 + 2µs - µr) cos2 ei]. {17) 

Let us replace the set of angles ei by effective angle 
0er· This· effective angle will be introduced by cal
culating the relative change in the resistance of the 
backbone of the conductive cluster, formed by series 
connections of Ri resistances of the individual paths 
li between the conductive grains: 

{18) 

Differentiation and rearrangement yields 

( 
n )-1 

6R/Ro = �Ri x {19) 

n 
x L {(dRi/dri)(ri/Ri)(6ri/ri) Ri}.

i=l 

By introduction of the critical hopping range re, the 
corresponding resistance Re, and taking into account 
the relationships 

n 

LRi =nRe , 
i=l 

one obtains 
n 

(6R/Ro)
1 

= I'Ejn-1 LAJ (8i) .
i=l 

{20) 

The ·effective angle is introduced by the expression 
n 

AJ ( 0er) = n-1 LA; ( ei) , {21) 
i=l 

Fig. 2. Introduction of angle 0; between the direction of so that it holds that
electron jumps ( connecting lines between the closest con-
ductive grains) and the vector of the external electric field. I'; = (6R/ Ro) = I' A; ( 0er) Ej. 
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Substitution of equations (16) or (I 7) for the cor
rection factor gives the following expression for the 
effective angle: 

(23) 

The value of Ber for each sample can be obtained by 
measuring the piezoresistivity at both significant de
formation directions, i.e. that parallel with, and that 
perpendicular to, the macroscopic electric field. The 
following holds from (22), (21), (16) and (I 7) for the 
ratios of measured values of uncorrected gauge fac
tors: 

I'y 
1 - µr - (1 +·2µs - µr) cos2 0er 

I'x 
= 

(2 + µr + µs) cos2 Ber - µs - µr 

and for their difference it holds that 

(24) 

I'x - I'y 
= 0.5 (1 + µs) (3 COS

2 0ef - 1) I' , (25) 

3. SPECIMENS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

To facilitate interpretation of experimental data, 
use was made of specimens prepared from model 
resistor pastes which, as their inorganic compo
nents, contained only a finely ground glass frit and 
the BhRu201 conductive pigment. The specific sur
face areas of the powdered materials, measured by 
the Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) method, were 
5 m2g-1 for Bi2Ru201 and 1.05 m2g-1 for the glass,
which had the composition 66% PbO, 32.5% Si02 

and 1.5% AhOs. The lacquer component was based 
on ethylcellulose dissolved in terpineol. The resistor 
films were applied by screen printing onto substrates 
consiting of 96% AhOs, provided with AgPd elec
trodes. The specimens were fired in a tunnel kiln with 
a time of holding of 9 minutes at the highest temper
ature tfir = 800 to 900°C. The thicknesses of the fired 
films were within the interval of 12 to 18 µm.

Theoretical requirements made it necessary to mea
sure at the same time the longitudinal and transverse 
piezoresistivity, and this is why the specimen shape 

1 

Fig. 3. The shape of the specimens employed (1 - elec
trode, 2 - resistor film). 
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Fig. 4. An example of a measuring result uncorrected for 
e.r.

Table I 

Measuring method t!ir°C Ve -t

Piezoresistivity 800 0.079 3.48 

850 0.074 3.54 
900 0.071 3.61 

Admittance components 850 0.072 3.55 
880* 0.099 3.60 

*The specimens were fired in another kiln under
different conditions.

shown in Fig. 3 was chosen. The measurements were 
carried out by the three-point bending method [9] and 
-the mean deformation was calculated acccording to
[18]. The resitance was measured by the MlT290 mul
timeter (Metra Blansko) with an accuracy of 0.03%.
An example of uncorrected measurement is given in
Fig. 4. Poisson modulus of the substrate ( containing
96% AhOs) was µ= 0.22 [10, 20]. No information on
Poisson modulus of the resistor layer was available.
For glasses in the PbO-Si02 system, the value spec
ified is µ = 0.225 [19], and so it was decided to put
µr = µ5 without incurring any great error, similarly
as it was dqne in [20].
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Fig. 5. Effective angle e.r vs. concentration of t{ie cona"u.;tive component by 
volume for various firing temperatures: X - 80(J' a, 0 - 850° G, • - 900° G. 

The concentrations of localized states in the im
purity band, calculated by means of equation (6) 
from the results of piezoresistivity measurements, 
were compared with the concentrations established 
by measuring the frequency dependence of the ad
mittance components, using the method described in 
[6]. Table I lists, for all of the specimen series em
ployed, a survey of critical parameters defined by the. 
following equation in the percolation theory: 
R=A(v-vc)-t, (1) 

where R is planar resistivity, v the concentration of 
the conductive component in percent by volume, Ve 

is its critical value (percolation limit) and t is the 
critical exponent. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The uncorrrected values of gauge factors I'x and I'y 

(the subscript indicates the direction of deformation, 
in both cases the electric field was oriented in the 
direction of ordinate a:) were obtain�d by measuring 
piezoresistivity at two mutual orientations of external 
electric field and deformation, given by the shape of 
the specimen according to Fig. 3, and using the defi
nition equation (1). On the assumption that µr = µ81 

the ratio I':c/ I'
y 

was used to calculate, for each speci
men, the effective angle 0er from equation (21-). The 
values of I', adjusted by means of corrections ( 16) 
or (17), are regarded as material parameters which, 
Ceramics Silika.ty c. 2, 1992 

,.ccording tq our concept, depend solely on the con
centration N of localized impurity states and on the 
value of their Bohr radius, a-1. The dependence of 
0\!r. on the concentration of the conductive component
by vo!uµi.e, is plotted in Fig. 5 for all thr�e series of 
s'p���(}tis fired at various temperatures. The mean 
v�Ju�� -qf ga�ge factor I' were calculated for the indi
vi�}l�l �oncentr�tions of the conductive component, 
u.ling the' .respective experimental values and correc
tions (16) and (17). Fig. 6 shows the plot of the gauge 
fa,ctqr vs. the standardized concentration of the con
ductive component. 

Tli.e v/iliq_ity of the theoretical assumptions can be 
verified by i:nea�s of the established differences be
twt:en the tra,nsverse and the longitudinal gauge fac
·tors, which according to the present theory, should
correspp.:nd to equation (25), in contrast to the ex
pression

(2)
der.iv�cl· il} [2l:] for a homogeneous isotropic mate
rial exnibiting cqnductivity in the zone of delocalized
sfaJ;es. �n stµ.dies. (5, 10, 11], equation (27) was applied
to tlie res1,1lts of measuring piezoresistivity of thick
film re�istors. ·The experimental values of I'y -I':c plot
ted· in Fig. 7 in terms of v/vc are compared with the
coqrse of �ealationship (25) calculated by substitut
ing .the experimeptal values of I' and 0er. The course
estl}..olished in this way corresponds well to the theory
being submitted.
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Fig. 6. Experimentally established course of the depen
dence of gauge factor I' on standardized concentration of 
the conductive component (for desfgnation of points refer 
to Fig. 5). 

By means of equations (6) and (10), concentrations 
N of localized states in the impurity zone were calcu
lated. The results were supplemented with the values 
obtained by evaluating the frequancy dependence of 
the admittance components. The respective measur
ing and evaluating methods, based on theory [22] are 
described in the present author's study [6]. The very 
satisfactory agreement of the experimental relation
ships with the theory, demonstrated in [6], provides 
justification of the assumption on charge transport by 
tunnelling, assisted by phonons, between the impurity 
localized states in glass. From the expression for fre
quancy dependence of complex conductivity, rr* (w),

rr* (w) - rr (0) ""w3 (3) 

the values of exponent s were determined (Fig. 8). It 
holds that 

(4) 

In [6] it was found that >i � 1.4, and Bohr's radius 
a-1 

= 0.46 nm was calculated for relative permittiv
ity of the glass employed, equal to 8.6 and for the 
effective mass of the electron equal to the mass of a 
free electron. 

The method allows concentration N to be estab
lished particularly in the region of sub critical concen
trations of the conductive component (v < Ve). The 
resultant dependence of the concentration of localized 
states in the impurity band on the concentration of 
the conductive component by volume, standardized 

with respect to its critical value, is plotted in Fig. 9
for top firing temperatures of 800-900°C. 

5. DISCUSSION

Similarly to the study by Winkler and Steenwoor
den [13], the topology of the conductive cluster skele
ton has a key role in the processing of experimental 
data in the present author's theory. The effect of the 
distribution of conductive grains in the glass matrix 
is expressed quantitatively by the effective value of 
angle e between the direction of electron jumps and 
the vector of the external electric field. Using com
puter modelling, the value of e = 0.995 ± 0.021 rad 
was found for the critical concentration of the con
ductive phase, v = Ve (for the cluster backbone). The 
results of computer modelling will be described in de
tail in the second part of the present study. Fig. 5 in-

0 
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I I I I I I 

2 3 4 5 6 7 V/Vc 

Fig. 7. The difference between longitudinal and transverse 
gauge factor vs. standardized concentration of the conduc
tive component (for designation of points refer to Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 8. Exponent s from equation {28} p lotted in terms of 
the concentration of the conductive component, for various 
firing temperatures: O - 850° C, • - 880° C. 
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Fig. 9. Concentration of localized impurity states vs. standardized concentra

tion of the conductive component by volume, in comparison with the course of 
planar resistivity: for designation of points, refer to Fig. 5. Results obtained 
from measurements of frequency dependence - •

dicates that extrapolation of the experimental course 
to v = Ve (for the backbone of the conductive cluster) 
yields a very satisfactory agreement with this value. 
The decrease of the value of the effective angle with 
increasing concentration of the conductive component 
is ascribed to the increasing share of conductive paths 
acting parallel with the cluster backbone. 

Inclusion of corrections for the ei angles leads to 
substantially higher gauge factor values compared to 
those published so far in the literature, with the ex
ception of [13], ·namely I' = 3 to 15. According to 
[17], the higher I' values correspond to the concept of 
phonon-assisted tunnelling of electrons, because the 
condition I' > 6 follows from the corresponding equa
tion (9) for the gauge factor. 

The concentration of impurity levels (Fig. 9) was 
determined in two ways: from the results of measur
ing the frequency dependence of the complex conduc
tivity components in the concentration range of the 
conductive component lower than, or approximately 
equal to, the critical concentration, as well as from 
the gauge factor values of specimens with v > Ve. 
Both methods supplement one the other, and the 
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dependences on the concentration of the conductive 
phase, standardized with respect to the critical one, 
are linked well together. 

Interpretation of the lnN = f(v/vc) relationship 
is made difficult by the complexity of the film struc
tures, combined with inhomogeneities in the distri
bution of conductive particles in the glassy matrix, 
as well as by the course of concentration of the lo
calized impurity states between them. To be able to 
seek a'l explanation for the experimental data under 
such conditions, it is necessary to introduce a number 
of various approximations. In our attempt at inter
pretation we will use the mechanisms controlling the 
development of the TFR structure as a basis [15): 

1. In the course of firing the films, wetting of the
conductive grains by the glass melt occurs, and
their redistribution results from the effect of cap
illary forces [15, 25).

2. Diffusion of Ru into the glass from the surface
of conductive grains is responsible for creating
a narrow band of localized impurity states in
which transport of electrons takes place [15).
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One additional result of computer experiments will 
be utilized in deriving the approximative relation
ships. A great number of random structure simula
tions showed that the ratio of the mean distance L of 
the centres of conductive particles in the backbone to 
the reciprocal third root of the number n of generated 
particles is constant. On the simplifying assumption 
of spherical conductive particles of identical sizes, d 
in diameter, it holds that v = 1rnd3 /6, and thus 

L/Lc = (vc/v/13; (5) 

hereafter, subscript c will designate quantities per
taining to the respective percolation limit. In first 
approximation, diffusion of Ru into the glass can be 
described, similarly as in [23], by the equation 

(6) 

where :z: is the distance from the surface of the con
ductive particle, D is the coefficient of diffusion, and 
r is time. According to the theory of activated tun
nelling, the critical concentration of impurity centres 
corresponds to the maximum liopping distance over 
the conductivity path, i.e. to the distance of impurity 
atoms at the middle between the surfaces of neigh
bouring conductive particles (x = 6/2). Then it holds 
that 

(7) 

where 'Y = oJ /l6Dr. 
In the first approximation, let us take all distances 

of centres of conductive particles in the cluster back
bone equal to their mean value L, i.e. 6 = L - d. On 
substituting into (32) and while taking into account 
(30), one obtains 

(8) 

where a = d/ Le. A comparison of the experimental 
values of concentrations N found in region v / Ve < 1 
with equation (33) yields 'Y = 1.6 and a = 0.88. 

In the case of diffusion between two conductive par
ticles, equation (31) can only be used in an approxi
mative way for low critical concentrations N. This is 
why equation (33) should be regarded as an approxi
mation of the course of the relationship N = f(v/vc), 
applicable for the region of low concentrations of the 
impurity centres. 

The initial large increments in concentration N 
with increasing values of v / Ve in the region where the 
backbone of the conductive cluster is formed ( v < ve) 
decreases dramatically above the critical concentra
tion (v > ve). The reason for this can be seen in the 
redistribution of conductive particles in the course of 
firing due to the effects of capillary forces which, at 

an increasing concentration of the conductive com
ponent, are responsible for the slower growth of dis
tances between the surfaces of neighbouring conduc
tive particles than would correspond to the growth 
of their concentration. The increase in the proportion 
of the conductive component leads to an ever more 
homogeneous distribution of the conductive grains in 
the glassy matrix [15]. 

The second reason of the slow increase in concen
tration N, calculated from piezoresistivity measure
ments in the v > Ve region, is the fact that with 
a conductive path composed of series connections of 
many sections with diverse values of resistance Ri, 
and thus also of I'i, the most significant part will be 
played by sections exhibiting the highest resistances, 
i.e. the lowest concentrations N, because the follow
ing equation holds for the effective gauge factor of
a conductive path:

r - L� R;I'; ef -
L� R; 

(9) 

On the opposite, the resultant gauge factor of the 
systems of parallel conductive paths is close to I'er 
from equation (34) showing the lowest resistance, i.e. 
the lowest gauge factor. On considering this path as 
the backbone of a conductive cluster, one can point 
out that calculation according to equations (5) or (9) 
will yield the critical concentration of localized impu
rity states in the backbone of the conductive cluster, 
with the exception of the highest values of N: these 
are the values of concentration of the impurities at 
which delocalization occurs in the band of impurity 
states, as a result of the insulant-metal transition [26]. 

Fig. 9, and namely the comparison of the courses 
of the lnN = f(v/ve) and lnR = f1(v/ve) relation
ships shows that the relatively rapid decrease of the 
resistivity of films with increasing concentration of 
the conductive component does not correspond to the 
increase in concentration of impurity centres in the 
glass over the v > Ve region. It is logical to assume 
that this decrease of resistivity is in particular asso
ciated with an increase in the number of conductive 
paths acting in parallel with the backbone of the con
ductive cluster, as is known from computer modelling. 

6. CONCLUSION

The results of measuring piezoresistivity of thick re
sistor films containing the Bi2Ru20s con.ductive com
ponent are interpreted on the basis of the concept 
of transport by activated tunnelling through narrow 
band of localized impurity states in the glass [6, 7]. 
The formula derived for t_he gauge factor allows the 
critical concentrations of impµrity centres, considered 
in the theory of phonon-o,gsisted tunnelling of elec
trons, to lJe determined [16, 17]. The evaluation of 
experimental data takes into account the topology of 
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the cqnductive cluster skeleton by introducing the ef- [17] P.N. Butcher, K.J. Hayden, J.A. Mcinnes: Phil. Mag.
fective angle between the direction of electron jumps B 36, 19 (1977). 
and the vector of the external electric field. The sim- P.N. Butcher, J.A. Mcinnes: Phil. Mag. B 37, 249 
ple approximations based on the concept of the for- (1978). 

mation of film macrostructure, published earlier [15] [18] S. Paszczynski, J. Potencki, B. Rzasa: Prace Nauko-

allow the experimental courses of the lnN = f(v/ve) we Instytutu Technol. Electron. Politechniki Wro-

relationship to be interpreted by means of a curve 
clawskiej No. 3o, 1985, P· 103 in English. 

(19] D.S. Sanditov: Fiz. i chim. skla 3, 14 (1977). 
composed of two branches. The first branch corrre- [2o] A. Cattaneo, 1. Pirozzi, B. Morten, M. Prudentiati: 
sponds to the region of subcritical concentrations of Electrocomp. Sci and Technol. 6, 247 (1980). 
the conductive· component, v/ve, within which the [21] H.K.P. Neubert: Instrument Transducers, p. 99-163
backbone of the conductive cluster is formed, while Clarendon, Oxford, 1963. 
the other branch describes the slow increase in N [22] H. Bottger, V.V. Bryksin: Phys. Status Solidi B, 113,
with increasing concentration v > Ve in the region 9 (1982). 
of redistribution of conductive particles, taking place V.V. Bryksin, G.Yu. Yashin: Fiz. T verd. Tela, 25,

in the course of firing. The experimental data for the 3025 (1983).

v < Ve region were obtained by measuring the fre- [23] 0. Abe, Y. Taketa: J. Phys. D.: Appl. Phys., 22, 1777

quency dependence of the admittance components, (1989). 

while those for the v > Ve region were determined by 
[24] A.S. Skal, B.I. Shklovski: Phys. and Technics Semi

cond (Soviet), 8, 1586 (1974).
piezoresistivity measurements. The results obtained [25] D.H.R .. Sarma, R.W. Vest: J. Amer. Cer. Soc., 68,
appear to provide evidence bearing out the validity of 249 (1985). 
the concept of electron transport mechanism in TFR, [26] A. Kubovy: To be published. 
published earlier [6, 7] as well as of that involved in 
the formation of the film macrostructure [15]. 
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MODEL ELEKTRICKE VODIVOSTI TLUSTOVRSTVYCH 
RES1STOR0 

I. Piezoresistivita 

ALms KuBOVY 

Vyzkumny ustav elektrotechnicke ke ramiky, 
Posp{silova 281, 500 64 Hradec Kralove 

Clanek je prvnim ze serie praci, jejichz cilem ma bf t vy
pracovani modelu elektricke vodivosti tlustovrstvych re
sistoru (TFR). Tato prvni cast se zabyva piezoresistivitou, 
t.j. zmenami resistanci vrstev zpusobenymi jejich defor
maci. U vadi se teorie piezoresistivity zalozena na hypoteze
o transportu nosicu proudu tunelovanim za asistence fo
nonu mezi lokalizovanymi pfimesovymi stavy ve skle. Tato
predstava vyplynula z rozboru vysledku mereni kmitocto
vych zavislosti slozek admitance a byla drive publikova
na v [6]. Vypracovana teorie here v uvahu vliv topologie
vodiveho klasteru (rozlozeni vodivych castic ve sklenene
matrici), podobne jako prace [13], ktery vsak kvantifikuje
odlisnym zpusobem zavedenim efektivniho uhlu e.f. Efek
tivni uhel je urcitou stredni llodnotou uhlu mezi lokalnimi
smery toku nosicu naboje a vektorem vnejsiho elektric
keho pole (23), ktera vyplynula z teorie piezoresistivity. 
Zvoleny tvar vzorku z obr. 3 umozii.uje 0ef experimental
ne nalezt z rovnice (24) a mereni piezoresistivity ve dvou
vzajemnych orientacich smeru deformace a vektoru vnej
siho elektrickeho pole. Pri znalosti efektivniho uhlu muze
me z experimentalnich hodnot I'x , I'y nalezt gauge faktor
I' korigovany na uhly 0; (obr. 2). Podle nasi teorie zavisi
tato korigovana hodnota I' pouze na koncentraci prime- .
sovych stavu a jejich Bohrove polorneru. Za nejdulezitejsi
vysledek povazujeme prave moznost vypocitat z experi
mentalnich hodnot I's pomoci vztahu (6) resp. (10) kri
tickou koncentraci N pfimesovych center v oblastech skla
mezi vodivymi zrny. Konecne jsou na zaklade predstav
o tvorbe makrostruktury vrstev [15] nalezeny aproximace
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prubehu dvou vetvi zavislosti lgN = f(v/vc)-obr. 9, ktere 
dobie prokladaji experimentalni body. Zavislost koncen
trace pfimesovych center na normovanem obsahu vodive 
faze v/vc nalezena vyhodnocenim meieni piezoresistivi
ty je, zejmena v oblasti podkritickych koncentraci vodive 
slozky (v < vc), doplnena s pomoci vztahu (28) a (29) 
vysledky meieni kmitoctovych zavislosti slozek admitan
ce. Obe meieni se dobie dopl.Iiuji. Vysledky povazujeme 
za potvrzeni vyse uvedene piedstavy o mechanismu trans
portu naboje V TFR, drive uvazovanem V nasich pracich 
[6, 7]. 

Obr. 1. Relativn{ chyba urcen{ koncentrace pf{mesovych 
center dana pouziUm aproximativnfho vztahu (6). 

Obr. 2. Zavedenf uhlu 0; mezi smerem pi'eskoku elektronu 
(spojnice nejblizsfch vodivych zrn} a vektorem vnejsz'ho 
elektrickeho pole. 

Obr. S. Pouiity tvar vzorku (1 - elektroda, 2 - odporova 
vrstva). 

Obr. 4. Priklad vyslep.ku meieni nekorigov,,.neho na e.r. 
Obr. 5. Zavislost efektivniho uhlu e.r na objemove kon

centraci vodive slozky - ruzne teploty vypalu: 
X' - 800° 0, 0 - 850°0, • - 900°0. 

Obr. 6. Experimentalni prubeh zavislosti gauge factoru 
r na normovane koncentraci vodive slozky (oznaceni 
bodu viz obr. 5.). 

Obr. 7. Zavislost rozdilu podelneho a pficneho gauge fac
toru na normovane koncentraci vodive slozky ( oznace
ni bodu viz obr. 5.). 

Obr. 8. Exponent s ze vztahu (28) vyneseny v zavislosti 
na koncentraci vodive slozky - ruzne teploty vypalu: 
0 - 850° 0, e - 880° 0.

Obr. 9. Zavislost koncentrace lokalizovanych pfimesovych 
stavu na normovane objemove koncentraci vodive sloz
ky V porovnani S prubehem plosne resistivity - ozna
ceni bodu viz obr. 5., • - z mefeni kmitoctovych za
vislosti. 
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6. INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON GLASSES AND

CERAMICS FROM GELS 

probehl ve dnech 6.-11. Hjna 1991 ve spanelskem meste 
Seville. Tato pracovni setkani pfednich odborniku pracu
jidch v oblasti sol-gel metody se konaji pravidelne v dvou
letych intervalech. Predchazejid setkani probehlo v roce 
1989 v Rio de Janeiro. Na setkani v Seville bylo pfedne
seno 21 prehledovych referatu, 43 pfispevkovych referatu 
a asi 140 posteru. Referaty i postery byly podle obsahu 
rozdeleny do sesti sekci a ty na dalsi subsekce. Jednotlive 
sekce a subsekce pokryvaly nasledujid okruhy otazek: 
A. Zaklady sol-gel procesu (subsekce: chemie sol-gel pro

cesu a prekursoru; metody pro charakterizaci vlast
nosti gelu; struktura gelu; krystalizace gelu).

B. Principy pfipravy materiahl sol-gel metodou (subsek
ce: pfiprava solu a gelu; aerogely a xerogely).

C. Materialy ziskane na zaklade sol-gel procesu (subsek
ce: pfiprava vlaken; ochranne povlaky a tenke filmy;
skla, keramika, prasky a kompozitni materialy).

D. Vlastnosti gelu a materialu ziskanych sol-gel metodou
(subsekce: opticke a elektroopticke vlastnosti; elek
tricke vlastnosti; reologicke a mechanicke vlastnosti).

E. Pouziti materialu ziskanych na zaklade sol-gel metody
(subsekce: supravodive materialy; katalyzatory; che
micke sensory, elektronicka keramika).

F. Perspektivy sol-gel procesu (subsekce: pfiprava netra
dicnich skel sol-gel metodou; diskuse o novych moz
nostech sol-gel procesu).

Mezi pfispevky byly cetneji zastoupeny referaty a postery 
zabyvajici se gely a skly s nelinearnimi optickymi vlast
nostmi, pfipravou keramickych prasku a ORMOCERU, 
vlastnostmi a vyuzitim aerogelu. V sekci C byly uvedeny 
rovnez dva postery pracovm'ku Ustavu skelnych a kera
mickych materialu CSAV. 

Predsedou organizacniho vyboru setkani byl prof. L. 
Esquivias {Universita Cadiz). Tato universita jiz vydala 
sbornik abstraktu prad prihlasenych na setkani. Vybrane 
referaty a postery budou zvefejneny ve zvlastnim vytisku 
Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids. 

V. Matejec
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